The parabolic trough solar collector is currently one of the most mature and prominent solar technology for production of electricity. These systems 
element with the Reynolds number is presented and compared to the circular cylinder in cross flow. Unsteady flow is studied for three pitch angles: θ = 0
• , θ = 45
• and θ = 90
• and different structures and recirculation regions have been identified. A spectral analysis has been also carried out around the parabola and its receiver in order to detect the most relevant frequencies related to the vortex shedding mechanism which affect the stability of the collector. PTCs are typically operated at 400
• C and a synthetic oil is commonly used as heat transfer fluid (HTF). A PTC consists of a parabolic troughshaped mirror that focus sunrays onto a heat collector element (HCE) that is mounted in the focal line of the parabola. The HTF circulates through the solar field to transport the absorbed heat. The solar field is made up of several solar reflectors composed in series which concentrate the direct solar radiation by means of a Sun-tracking system. The HCE is typically composed of a metal receiver tube and a glass envelope covering it with a vacuum between these two to reduce the convective heat losses.
The thermal and optical performances of PTC are related to the applied load coming from the wind action on the structure and the tracking system.
During real work conditions, the array field of solar collectors require a good accuracy in terms of both mechanical strength and optical precision. Such requirements are sensitive to turbulent wind conditions and should be considered in the design of these systems. Hence, a wind flow analysis plays a major role for designing the solar collectors and can lead to a better understanding of the aerodynamic loading around the parabolic reflector, as well as, the convection heat transfer from the HCE.
Since the 1970s, numerous numerical and experimental studies have been In the present work, following the previous experiences, the impact of wind speed closer to real working conditions is considered. The independence of the drag and lift coefficients is studied to confirm the hypotesis made by the experimental measurements in wind tunnels of down-scaled PTC prototypes ? ]. The natural frequencies around the PTC structure and the HCE are also studied. To do this, the wind flow around the PTC at a wind speed of 3 m/s is studied and compared to the results obtained at 1 m/s. 
Results and discussion
As aforementioned, simulations have been conducted to study the wind effects around the PTC for two Reynolds numbers based on the aperture
Re W 1 = 3.6 × 10 5 and Re W 2 = 1 × 10 6 and different pitch angles of θ = 0
• . Thereafter, these effects are analysed in terms of the average forces on the parabola, the flow configurations and the instantaneous flow.
Wind speed effects on the averaged forces
The average forces on the parabola have been validated respect to the experimental data [? ] in the previous work [? ] . To that end, the wind flow was studied around a typical LS-2 parabolic trough solar collector (without solar receiver) as proposed in the experimental study [5] and simulations were performed for a full-scale case with a Reynolds number about 2 × 10 6 .
In the present work, drag and lift coefficients have been computed for the PTC under study at different pitch angles and for both Reynolds numbers. Yet, there are also some differences between numerical results of the LS-2 PTC and Eurotrough PTC which are due to the geometry of both solar collectors. It should be pointed out that from a numerical point of view the results presented for the LS-2 are statistically more converged in time than those for the Eurotrough. This is due to the complex grid used in the simulation of the Eurotrough PTC. In the latter, the geometry considered also included the receiver tube (which was not included in the LS-2 simulations), which imposes a large difference in scales between the parabola and the re- reduced. However, its length at Re W 2 is almost a 30% larger than for Re W 1 extending up to 3.06W . The drag coefficient decreases whereas the absolute The shear layer is again elevated and drag forces are also increased. Comparing both Reynolds numbers at this pitch angle, the recirculation length is about 7% smaller for the higher Reynolds number which is due to the convex surface configuration. When the PTC is placed at the stow position, i.e θ = 270
• , the recirculation region is sharply reduced similarly to the working position θ = 90
• . Therefore, the drag forces decrease as well. At this po-sition, the recirculation length remain almost unchanged with the Reynolds number around 0.2W .
Wind speed effects on the heat transfer around the HCE
As it has been discussed in the previous work [? ], the convection taking place around the HCE is divided into forced convection (for pitch angles of
• and 270 • ) and mixed (free and forced) convection (for pitch angles of 135
• and 180 • ). In figure ? ?, the distribution of the local Nusselt number for different pitch angles together with the comparison between both
Reynolds numbers is shown. According to this figure, the profile of Nusselt number around the HCE is affected with the pitch angle and the displacement of the fluid structure around the HCE due to the tilt of the parabola.
At higher wind speed, i.e. higher Reynolds numbers, the profile of Nusselt number follows a similar trend to that observed at the lower speed Re W 1 .
However, there is an increase in the magnitude and the peaks become more pronounced at all pitch angles. Moreover, the effect of the parabola and the ground becomes more significant with increasing the Reynolds number.
While at the lower Reynolds number the local distribution of the Nusselt number was observed to follow the same trend to that of a circular cylinder in cross flow [? ], this is not the case for Re W 2 . This can be clearly observed in figure ? ?, where the distribution at pitch angles of θ = 90
• and θ = 270
• (working and stow modes), together with the circular cylinder in cross-flow are depicted. Large differences in the behaviour are obtained in the rear zone. At these positions, the combined effect of the parabola and the ground tend to reduce the large fluctuations of the near wake leading to a smoother distribution of the Nusselt number in the rear zone especially when it comes to the minimum and maximum magnitudes. As expected, the higher the Reynolds number, the higher the average magnitude of the Nusselt number. Furthermore, compared to the circular cylinder in cross flow at the same Reynolds number there is a reduction in the average Nusselt number. This is mainly due to the effect of the parabola which is desirable as it reduces the heat losses from the HCE, thus improv- Nusselt number is a 62% higher at Re W 2 compared to the lower wind speed case and 30.5% compared to the circular cylinder. The study of the unsteady flow field around the PTC at different pitch angles might be useful to gain insight into the flow behaviour in order to be able of controlling undesirable fluctuating forces. It should be borne in mind that the collector structure should sustain wind loads as well as keep accurate sun tracking. Vortex shedding in the wake of the PTC induces alternating forces perpendicular to the wind direction which might affect its structure.
These vortices, depending on the pitch angle, are shed at a determined frequency and might produce undesirable effects such as deflections, vibrations, torsional moments, resonance with the structure and, at the end, stresses leading to the structure failure. Thus, in order to study the unsteady be- For all pitch angles, and due to the sharp edges of the parabola the fluid undergoes a rapid transition to turbulence. Depending on the pitch angle, the sharp edges produce flow separation which prevents the pressure from recovering (large recirculation region behind the parabola) and therefore, a high pressure drag is observed. The separated flow at the sharp edges forms a shear-layer which resembles to be much like that formed behind a square cylinder or a normal plate [? ] . These shear layers are characterised by the formation of instabilities which cause the fluid to become unstable in the presence of sharp corners. These instabilities increase in amplitude and accumulate into large vortical structures which are shed into the wake. As it will be further explained, depending on the pitch angle the level of coherence of these structures might form a turbulent wake similar to a von Kármán vortex street.
In figure ? ? the velocity flow field of the three pitch angles and both In addition, the spectral analysis is also carried out around the HCE to detect the relevant frequencies related to the receiver tube. Depending on the pitch angle, vortex shedding behind the HCE is also detected (see figure   ? ? ). Similar to the parabola, it is better captured at the higher Reynolds number but less coherent than the signal captured in the flow past a circular cylinder (see for instance [? ] ). This is due to the interaction of the flow with the parabola and to the turbulent fluctuations that this interaction produces which might be seen as broaden peaks (see for instance figure ? ?b,c) being the energy distributed along a large range of frequencies.
In spite of this, vortex shedding is captured and the results show that as the pitch angle increases from 0 • to 90
• the vortex shedding frequency increases and approaches to the typical value encountered in circular cylinder As a result, care must be taken when operating the collector at these positions, specially under high wind loads, as these turbulent fluctuations might be responsible for vibrations and stresses which lead to structure failure.
Similar to the parabola, vortex shedding frequency has also been detected behind the HCE. This frequency varies with the pitch angle and approaches to the typical value encountered in circular cylinder when the parabola is placed at horizontal position.
